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Letter to the Editor
Further evidence for global orientation processing in cir-
cular Glass patterns
We recently published a paper demonstrating that
concentric Glass (1969) patterns are processed by global,
linear summation of concentrically organized orienta-
tion information throughout large receptive ﬁelds about
4.4 in diameter (Wilson, Wilkinson, & Asaad, 1997).
Dakin and Bex (2002) have recently challenged our re-
sults and claim to ﬁnd no psychophysical evidence for
global concentric orientation summation in circular
Glass patterns. As we show in this letter, the situation is
quite the opposite: Dakin and Bex (2002) have actually
replicated our major evidence for global concentric ori-
entation summation in Glass patterns almost exactly,
although they missed this fact by not ﬁtting power
functions to their data.
The solid black circles in Fig. 1 replot mean data for
the four subjects in our original study (Wilson et al.,
1997). In this experiment the Glass pattern was no-
tionally divided into 12 pie-shaped wedges, only some of
which (4, 6, or 12) contained signal dot pairs, while the
remaining segments were ﬁlled with noise dots at the
same mean density (6%) as the signal sectors. Thres-
holds (75% correct) were then measured for discrimi-
nating patterns containing signal dots from random dot
patterns as a function of the area ﬁlled with signal (see
original article for further details). All data were well ﬁt
by a power law with an exponent close to )1.0, the mean
exponent for the data being )0.91. Thus, we found al-
most perfect linear summation of concentric orientation
information throughout an area which we estimated
from other experiments to be about 4.4 in diameter.
Similar linear summation results for a motion analog of
Glass patterns have been reported by Morrone, Burr,
and Vaina (1995). We then constructed a computational
neural model that provided an excellent ﬁt to the data
and was compatible with properties of V4 units in ma-
caques discovered by Gallant, Braun, and VanEssen
(1993). Both the large pooling area and the almost linear
global summation of orientation information are in-
compatible with any reported properties of V1 units.
Dakin and Bex (2002) also conducted an area sum-
mation experiment with concentric Glass patterns. In-
stead of restricting the signal to pie-shaped wedges,
however, they placed signal and noise in alternate rings
or vertical bands of varying width (see their Fig. 6). The
open symbols in Fig. 1 plot the mean results for SCD (an
author) and TM from panels e and f of their ﬁgure. They
did not ﬁt power laws to their data, but we have done so
and have found that the exponents are )0.94 (SCD) and
)0.93 (TM). As the correlation between power law and
data was >0.96 for both subjects, it is apparent that
Dakin and Bex (2002) have reproduced our major global
summation result. Even the fact that their thresholds are
slightly higher than ours is easily explained: they re-
ported thresholds for 83% correct performance whereas
ours were for 75% correct performance. In their other
area summation experiment, Dakin and Bex simply re-
placed signal areas with uniform background by reduc-
ing pattern diameter, which has already been shown
theoretically and experimentally byMorrone et al. (1995)
to produce shallower slopes than replacement of signal
areas with noise.
The main focus of the Dakin and Bex (2002) paper is
actually on translational rather than concentric Glass
patterns and on the eﬀect of window shape (circular or
square) on Glass pattern thresholds. First, we note that
all subjects reproduced our ﬁnding that circular Glass
pattern thresholds are signiﬁcantly lower than transla-
tional ones when presented in a circular window (their
Fig. 3), and our results have also been replicated by
others (Seu & Ferrera, 2001). They then provide data to
show that this threshold diﬀerence disappears when a
Fig. 1. Thresholds for concentric Glass patterns as a function of signal
area. Mean data from Wilson et al. (1997) are plotted as solid circles,
while data for two subjects in the Dakin and Bex (2002) study are
plotted with open symbols. All data are well ﬁt by power laws with
slopes near )1.0, indicating almost perfect area summation.
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square window is used. In our original study we ran a
control for window shape by re-measuring circular and
translational Glass pattern thresholds in square windows
on two subjects (one naive) and found no diﬀerence from
the circular window case: translational Glass thresholds
were 2.1 times higher for one subject and 3.6 times higher
for the other. As this result seemed uninteresting, we did
not discuss it. Why the discrepancy regarding window
shape between the studies? Dakin and Bex (2002) report
substantial perceptual learning for several subjects on the
translational but not on the circular Glass pattern task
(see their Fig. 5). This is an important discovery of a new
instance of perceptual learning that accounts for the
discrepancy on eﬀects of window shape. This does not in
any way, however, challenge our ﬁnding of global con-
centric orientation summation in circular Glass patterns.
Rather, their result indicates that with suﬃcient learning,
the visual system can process both translational and con-
centric patterns globally.
Finally, the title of their article points to a claim by
Dakin and Bex that is belied by their data. This claim is
that concentric Glass patterns are detected due to an
anomaly at the boundary of these patterns: namely,
concentric signal dot pairs are tangent to circular win-
dows but not to square ones. If this were the correct ex-
planation, the same logic argues that translational Glass
patterns should exhibit lower thresholds than concentric
ones when presented in square windows. While this is
true for author SCD, it is false for the other three subjects
in their ﬁrst experiment and false for seven of nine sub-
jects in their second experiment (note that no statistics are
reported in their paper). Furthermore, their area sum-
mation data, replotted here in Fig. 1, are incompatible
with the authors interpretation regarding window shape.
We also emphasize that we have produced quantita-
tive computational models for detection of circular
(Wilson et al., 1997), radial, and translational (Wilson &
Wilkinson, 1998) Glass patterns. Dakin and Bex have
ignored this, and it has led to their erroneous claim that
we cannot explain the ‘‘superior performance with
translational patterns at small signal areas’’ (p. 2018).
We did indeed show in both studies that performance
with translational Glass patterns was superior to that for
circular patterns at small signal areas. Far from running
contrary to our explanation, however, our quantitative
models correctly predicted this aspect of our data (see
Fig. 13, Wilson & Wilkinson, 1998).
In conclusion, Dakin and Bex (2002) have provided
exceptionally strong convergent evidence supporting our
account of global concentric orientation summation in
circular Glass patterns. In addition, Dakin and Bex
deserve credit for discovering a new form of perceptual
learning with translational Glass patterns, learning that
lowers thresholds substantially. Following this learning,
thresholds for translational Glass patterns appear to
have roughly the same area summation function as the
circular data replotted in Fig. 1. Thus, they have shown
that both translational and concentric Glass patterns are
processed globally by units too large to plausibly be
located in V1, a result reported for analogous moving
patterns by Morrone et al. (1995). This new learning
eﬀect could easily be incorporated into our model for
translational Glass patterns by increasing the space
constant in the second stage of the model complex cell
receptive ﬁeld (see Wilson & Wilkinson, 1998). Indeed,
we have recently demonstrated that thresholds for
translational Glass patterns show an inverse oblique
eﬀect such that thresholds are lowest along the diago-
nals, and we have provided a quantitative model for
this threshold change simply by increasing the space
constant of diagonal complex cells (Wilson, Loﬄer,
Wilkinson, & Thistlethwaite, 2001). The possibility that
receptive ﬁelds mediating translational Glass pattern
thresholds may increase in area as a result of perceptual
learning certainly represents an exciting new concept
raised by the results of Dakin and Bex (2002), but it in
no way challenges the existence for global orientation
pooling in circular Glass patterns.
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